One-touch SOS Button

Auto-answer & loud speaker

GPS “Safety Zones”

Two-way voice communication

Status alerts

Reminder messages

Who are Oysta?

What is the Oysta HelpOnHand??

Oysta cares about improving
lives, and works to transform
the provision of safe
independence for the most
vulnerable in our society and
the safety at work for those
caring for the vulnerable.

The Oysta HelpOnHand offers the latest in mobile telecare safety
and features sophisticated tracking and communication capabilities to
enhance the wearer’s safety.

Oysta helps find new ways
of sustaining independence
through the use of mobile
technologies, delivering
better quality care while
also substantially reducing
care costs.
Mobile delivers better
for less, enabling personcentred care at home and
in the community – early
intervention, preventative
care, self-care, and
protecting the elderly and
those with conditions that
make them vulnerable.

If lost, distressed or in need of help, the wearer can easily trigger an
alarm. It allows telecare service providers to regularly check in with
the wearer, be alerted of the wearer’s location, and even communicate
over a built-in speakerphone.
Designed for vulnerable people who:
desire greater freedom and independence
prefer to use a wearable rather than ‘button and box’
want protection inside and outside their home
need a simple way to call for assistance
wish to give reassurance to loved ones/carers
need to ensure someone can find them if necessary

Carers and family members
can also have greater
involvement in the care
and support of loved ones
by receiving alerts on their
mobile and see them online.

Oysta Platform

One-touch SOS button

Find loved ones fast

Highlight Safe Areas

Configure and personalise the
functions of the service to
meet your specific needs – all
configuration is done remotely
over-the-air.

Just one push of the SOS
Button will contact a predefined number and send
a message with location
information.

Accurate GPS transmits
location information to
a secure platform where
you can provide assistance
wherever they are.

Know when the wearer leaves
their home and reaches their
destination, or if they don’t
return home.

key features
All-In-One
The Oysta HelpOnHand is not only a digital
watch with time, date and day displayed,
it allows two-way communication just
like a mobile phone (with speaker and
microphone) as well as accurate location
data from GPS - ensuring wherever you are,
safety is always on hand.

One Touch SOS Button
If you are in distress or just need peace
of mind, press the support button to get
help. The Oysta HelpOnHand will send
your details to your chosen control room or
contact and open a two way voice call.

Safety Zones
Simply create safe zones to monitor
movements in and out of areas at certain
times of the day or night. When leaving a
‘safe zone’ an alert can be sent to the care
network.

Reminder messages
Simple messages can be pre-set to send
to the device, helping them to remember
important tasks and making it a useful tool
to help manage daily living e.g. medication,
doctor/hospital appointments, support
groups etc
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Oysta Technology
The Stables, Greatworth Hall, Greatworth, OX17 2DH, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0) 1295 530 101
Email: info@oysta-technology.com
www.oysta-technology.com

